
Sr. 

No.
Description of Items  Quantity Unit Rate

Amount in 

Rs

1

Removing and scraping of old deteriorated plaster of

any thickness fromm wall / R.C.C member including

stacking of serviceable material and disposal of

unserviceable from site of work with all lead and lift

95.00 Smt 12.92 1227.4

2

Demolition of Brick work and stone masonry including

stacking of serviceable materilas and disposal of

unserviceable materials with all lead and lift.(ii) In

Cement Mortar.

60.00 Cmt 363.30 21798

3

Demolition including stacking of serviceable materilas

and disposal of unserviceable materials with all lead

and lift.  (i) R.C.C. work

6.00 Cmt 698.25 4189.5

4

Dismentling doors, windows, ventilators etc. (wood or

steel) shutters including chowkhats architraves,

holdfasts and other attachment etc. complete and

stacking them within all lead and lift.(i) Not exceeding

3 Sq.M. in area.

10.00 Nos. 123.90 1239

5

Dismentling barbed wire in fencing including making

rolls and also including dismentling fencing posts

including all earth work concrete in base and making

good the disturbed ground stacking useful materials as

directed and disposing as directed and disposing of the

unserviceable materials with all lead and lift.

95.00 Rmt 44.10 4189.5

6

Dismentaling of sheet roofing including ridges, Hips,

Valleys, Gutters etc. stacking of serviceable materilas

and disposal of unserviceable materials with all lead

and lift.(i) G.I.sheet roofing.

220.00 Smt 31.50 6930

7

Excavation for foundation upto 1.5 m depth including

sorting out and stacking of useful materials and

disposing off the excavated stuff upto 50 Meter lead.

Loose  or  soft  soil

7.00 Cmt 148.75 1041.25

8

Excavation for foundation upto 1.5 m depth including

sorting out and stacking of useful materials and

disposing off the excavated stuff upto 50 Meter lead.

Dense or Hard soil

7.00 Cmt 190.00 1330

9

Excavation for foundation upto 1.5 m depth including

sorting out and stacking of useful materials and

disposing off the excavated stuff upto 50 Meter

lead.(C)  Hard  Murrum

7.00 Cmt 323.75 2266.25

10

Excavation for foundation upto 1.5 m depth including

sorting out and stacking of useful materials and

disposing off the excavated stuff upto 50 Meter

lead.(D)  Soft rock not requiring Blasting

6.00 Cmt 335.00 2010
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11

Excavation for foundation upto 1.5 m depth including

sorting out and stacking of useful materials and

disposing off the excavated stuff upto 50 Meter

lead.(E)  Hard  Rock

6.00 Cmt 666.00 3996

12

Providing and laying cement concrete 1:3:6 (1-

Cement : 3- Coarse sand : 6- graded stone aggregates

40 mm nominal size) and curing complete excluding

cost of formwork in (A) Foundation and Plinth.

30.00 Cmt 2334.20 70026

13

Brick work using common burnt clay building bricks

having crushing strength not less than 35 kg./Sq.Cm. in 

foundation and plinth in Cement Mortar 1:5 (1-

Cement : 5 -fine sand)(B)  Conventional 

21.00 Cmt 2885.30 60591.3

14

Providing and laying controlled cement concrete M-

200 and curing complete including the cost of form

work but excluding the cost of reinforcement for

reinforced concrete work in Copings upto floor two

level.

10.00 Cmt 4459.90 44599

15

Brick work using common burnt clay building bricks

having crushing strength not less than 35 kg./Sq.Cm. in 

in superstructure above plinth level upto floor two

level in Cement Mortar 1:5 (1- Cement : 5 -fine sand)

Conventional

66.00 Cmt 3066.80 202408.8

16

Filling available excavated earth (excluding rock)

in trenches. plinth, sides of foundations etc. in

layers not exceeding 20 cm. in depth consolidating

each     disposited  layer by ramming and watering.

99.00 Cmt 90.85 8994.15

17

Filling in foundation and plinth with murrum or

selected soil in layers of 20cm. thickness including

watering, ramming and consolidating etc. complete.

70.00 Cmt 215.54 15087.8

18

Providing and laying controlled cement concrete

M.200 and curing complete including the cost of

formwork and reinforcement for reinforced concrete

work in Slabs,landing,shelves,Balconies Lintels,

Beams,   Girders    and  Cantilever upto floor two level. 

9.00 Cmt 4371.70 39345.3

19

Providing and laying cement concrete flooring 1:2:4 (1-

cement : 2-coarse sand : 4-graded stone aggregate

20mm nominal size) laid in one layer and finished

with a floating coat of neat cement. (B)  50mm thick. 

225.00 Smt 213.15 47958.75

20

Providing 15 mm. Thick cement plaster in single coat

on all side Brick/concrete walls for interior plastering

up to floor two level and finished even and smooth in

:C.M.1:3- including floating coat with neeru cement

slurry. 

270.00 Smt 145.22 39209.4

21

20mm thick sand faced cement plaster on walls upto

height 10 metres above ground level consisting of

12mm thick backing coat of C.M. 1:3 (1-cement : 3-

sand) and 8mm thick finishing coat of C.M. 1:1 (1-

cement : 1-sand) etc. complete.

570.00 Smt 199.50 113715

22

Providing TMT Bar FE 500/500D reinforcement for

R.C.C. work including bending, binding and placing in

position complete upto floor two level 

1100.00 Kg 71.71 78881



23

Applying One coat of primer of approved brand and

manufacture on new wall surface to give an even shade

including thoroughly brushing the surface free from

mortar dropping and other foreign matter and sand

papered smooth.

1120.00 Smt 28.00 31360

24

Finishing wall with weather proof exterior emulsion

paint on wall surface (two coats) to give an required

shape even shade after thoroughly brushing the surface

to remove all dirt, and remains of loose powdered

materials.etc complete including Primer

850.00 Smt 75.60 64260

25

Distempeing (Two coats) with oil bound distemper of

approved brand and manufacture and of required shade

on wall surfaces to give an even shade, over and

including a priming coat with distemper primer of

approved brand and manufacture after thoroughly

brushing the surface free from mortar dropping and

other foreign matter and also including preparing the

surface even and sand papered smooth.

500.00 Smt 48.30 24150

26

Painting One coats (excluding priming coat) on

previously printed steel and other metal surface with

synthetic enamel paint, brushing to give an even shade

including cleaning the surface of all dirt, dust and

other foreign matter. + Extra over for every subsequent

coat of paint.

50.00 Smt 58.17 2908.5

27

Providing corrugated G.I. sheet of class-3 roofing fixed

with glavanished iron J or L Hooks, Bolts and nuts

8mm diameter with bitumen and G.I. limpet washer or

G.I. limpet washer. filled with white lead complete

excluding the cost of purlins, Rafters and Trusses.(1)

0.60 mm thick sheet. 

430.00 Smt 656.00 282080



28

Labout charge for Steel work Welded in built up

sections,framed work including cutting, histing, fixing

in position and applying a priming coat of red lead

paint with 2 coats ofoil paint in In beams and joints

channels angles, tees, flats with connecting cleats as in

main and cross beems, hip and jack reffers, purlins

connected to common raffers and the like.---PGVCL

Will supply all fabrication materials .Bolt ,nuts

,welding material  will not be supplied by PGVCL

4020.00 Kg 24.00 96480

29

Providing and fixing 1.20 Metre high fencing with 2.0

Metre long M.S. Angle posts 40mm x 40 mm x6 mm

and oil painting 3 coats fixed at 2.5 Mt,C/c. with five

Horizontan lines and two diagonals of galvanised steel

barbed wire weighting 9.38 Kg. per 100 Metre,

strained and fixed to posts with G.I,staples including

fixing the postsin ground with 0.5 M x 0.5.M x 0.5 M.

block in C.C1:5:10 etc complete.

110.00 Rmt 325.50 35805

30

Providing, supplying, fabricating & erecting chain link

fencing panel of size 2100 X 1500 mm. made from 65

X 65 x 6 mm angle (Angles will be supplied by

PGVCL) including fixing the 10 Gauge 3 inch

chainlink in angle frame by means of 40 X 5 mm.

M.S. Flat welded to angle frame drilling to holes in

angle frame & flat & fixing the same with angle post

in line level & plumb by means of 10mm. dia. bolts

frame & flat & nuts, 2 coats of oil painting to angle

iron etc., completed as per drawing & as directed by

E.I.C. 

24.00 Smt 1075.00 25800

31

Providing and fixing rolling shutters of approved make

made of 80 mm wide M.S. laths inter-locked together

through their entire length and jointed together at the

ends by end locks mounted on specially designed pipe

shaft with bracket plates, guide channels and

arragements for inside and outside locking with push-

pull operation including the cost of hood cover and

spring etc. complete.(A) Shutters having width below

3.5 M.

36.00 Smt 3774.68 135888.48

1469765.38

PGVCL, CITY CIRCLE OFFICE,

RAJKOT

(A) WITHOUT GST RS.(IN FIGURE)____________________. 

(IN WORDS)___________________________________________________________________________

(B)WITH GST RS.(IN FIGURE)______________________. 

(IN WORDS)__________________________________________________________________________

Signature of contractor with seal SUPERINTENDING   ENGINEER,             

(C)      Grand Total (C = A + B) 

(D)     Goods & Service Tax ( D = C x GST in % Prevailing or Applicable )

(E)     Grand Total Including GST ( E = C + D )

Final Offer with GST in Rs.

Final Offer with GST in Words: 

I / WE HERE BY AGREE TO CARRY OUT ABOVE SAID WORK AT______%

ABOVE / BELOW THE ESTIMATED COST MENTIONED AS ABOVE AND THUS THE AMOUNT OF MY 

Total Rs.

In words: Fourteen Lakh Sixty Nine Thousand Seven Hundred Sixty Five Rupees and Thirty Eight Paisa Only

(B)      Bidder's Offer  _____% Above/Below of (A)


